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In the hall, everyone was talking about it.

At this time, the leader of the martial arts of Kyoto, Toyotomi Kawayoshi.

Hearing Toyotomi Kawakichi’s words, everyone couldn’t help but wonder.

“Brother Toyotomi, why do you want to focus on investigating foreigners?” “Do you think
these things were done by people from foreign martial arts?” Toyotomi Kawakichi
nodded: “I said, the perpetrators this time, It is very likely to be the titled grandmaster.”

“And the titled grandmasters in my country, in addition to the sword god and palace lord
Ishino, are the two pavilions of the Sanshin Pavilion.”

“Obviously, our titled grandmaster in Japan, It is absolutely impossible to do such a
frenzied thing.”

“So, it is very likely that he is a foreign titled master who sneaked into Japan secretly.”

What?

“Exotic title?” Toyotomi Kawakichi’s words, only if the thunder exploded, when everyone
present heard them, their expressions changed drastically, and their old eyes suddenly
tightened.

In the countries of the world, the titled masters are all powerful at the strategic level.

Any titled master entering another country is no different from entering an army.

After all, a titled master can reach the Ten Thousand Army by one person.

If the titled master slaughtered wantonly within a country, the damage caused would be
unimaginable.

Therefore, just out of fear of the power of the titled master, there is an unwritten rule
among the world martial arts circles.



That is, the titled master is strictly forbidden to enter the territory of other countries at will.
Even if you enter, you must report in advance and enter with permission.

Otherwise, it can be regarded as a martial invasion.

So, this is why, after learning that a foreign titled master might have entered Japan,
Toyotomi Kawayoshi and the others reacted so strongly.

After all, the last time another country’s titled master entered Japan, he directly
destroyed half of the Japanese martial arts.

The painful lesson is now, and this time, they naturally have to deal with it more
solemnly.

Sword God Mochizuki River also nodded heavily: “Well, Chuanji’s guess is very
reasonable.”

“I also suspect that the death of the eight thousand soldiers of the First Division was
killed by a foreign title.”

“Just, I don’t know, which country’s titled master is.” “It’s so rampant, killing rampantly in
my Japanese territory, are they really afraid of triggering a war in the martial arts?”
Mochizuki River whispered, the solemnity in the words , More and more rich.

After all, if everything is as they expected, then the matter will rise to the national level.

Chapter 2314

However, no matter how much I say now, it is just a guess.

The most urgent task is to find out the instigator first.

Therefore, after the meeting, Mochizuki immediately issued an order to use the martial
arts power of the whole country to assist the secular world to find the real murderer
together.

In this way, the search continued for two days.

In a remote tavern on the outskirts of Dongjing, there were two people sitting quietly.

One of them was dressed in a black robe with a flame pattern embroidered on the robe.

At this moment, the black robe man was drinking tea comfortably, calm as usual on his
majestic face.



But the man opposite him was a little anxious, looking out from time to time, like a
wanted prisoner.

“Dragon God, what should we do now?” “The major ports are all blocked, and we are
trapped in Japan.”

Long Baichuan said anxiously with his brows in his eyes.

It has been two days, and since they killed Sato and Abe Zhongnan and others, they
have been trapped in Japan and cannot go back.

However, facing Long Baichuan’s anxiety, the black man in front of him was still calm.

Not only was there no panic, but he also picked up the teapot and filled himself with a
cup of tea.
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